VICTOR RECORDINGS
of the Ditson School and Community Band Series

Twenty-two selections from the chorals and full scored numbers are now recorded on Victor Records with the right instrumentation—just as the pieces should be reproduced by the School Band using the Ditson School and Community Band Series.

SEND YOUR ORDER NOW TO BE SHIPPED IMMEDIATELY RECORDS ARE RELEASED
Price 75 cents each, except No. 6, which is priced at $1.00

Oliver Ditson Company, Boston
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO. NEW YORK
FOUR YEARS AGO, metal clarinets were called "experiments of the past" by the few who knew they had ever been made. But in 1925 the Silva-Bet clarinet appeared, made entirely of metal, and people then changed their minds about metal clarinets. In an unparalleled short time, Silva-Bet changed the entire industry.

All this was possible because Silva-Bet clarinets incorporated the best of advanced ideas in clarinet making, the economy and practicality of metal, with an accuracy of pitch and beauty of tone that met the requirements of the most discriminating.

Today celebrated artists play in bands and orchestras everywhere, where refinement of tone and accuracy of pitch are all-important—where dependability and responsiveness are necessary.

Facts alone prove that the Silva-Bet Clarinet is a first instrument. An actual trial proves its superiority over all other metal clarinets.

A patent has recently been issued covering important features.

The Boston
"THREE STAR"
Trumpet
A Specialized Product

FOR OVER EIGHTY-FIVE YEARS the Boston Musical Instrument Co. has specialized in the manufacture of brass instruments and throughout this entire period it has steadily maintained its world-wide reputation for fine instruments. The Boston "Three Star" Trumpet, Model No. 11, is the result of these years of experience and of the concentrated efforts of master craftsmen to excel. Like all "Boston" instruments it is famous for its tone—a truly brilliant "Trumpet tone"; short, light valve action permitting rapid execution; ease of blowing in all registers; evenness of scale and perfect balance. Boston "Three Star" Trumpets are built in three boxes, adaptable for various types of work.

Write for details
THE CUNDY BETTONEY CO.
JAMAICA PLAIN, BOSTON, MASS.
A Conn Cornet and Trumpet
for Every Professional Purpose

Destined to Become the World's Most Popular Trumpet

Select the Bore that Fits You from Conn's Complete Line

There is a Conn Cornet or Trumpet of the right bore for you. In selecting choose everything to your playing ability.

For your personal fitting of the bore to your exact requirements see one and perfection of playing at attained.

A Conn cornet or trumpet will improve your technique and performance as every Conn product has done for many years. Our Cornets are on the market.

Free Trial, Easy Payments
Try our Cornet in your home. Easy payments if wanted. When you decide what kind you prefer for literature and details of free trial offer.

Speed and Brilliance in this Newest Trumpet

The 3 8/48
New Model One Hertz Trumpet, black lacquered, $39.00.

The 3 8/48
New Model One Hertz Trumpet, brass, $49.00.

The Concert Grand; Built for Heavy Playing

The 3 8/48
New Model One Hertz Trumpet, silver, $150.00.

The 3 8/48
New Model One Hertz Trumpet, engraved, $200.00.

For those who desire a grand, powerful tone and who use "A" a large bore. The 3 8/48 Concert Grand Trumpet has been built. Intermure in volume, compact and solid in tone, no stops and发烧 with surprising ease.

A Concert Trumpet of Superb Tone

The 3 8/48
New Model One Hertz Trumpet, brass, $49.00.

Acclaimed by Leading Artists as "Perfect"

Like the 4 4/44, in design and features, the 3 8/48 Cornet, a full-chambered and of larger bore, is described as "perfect" by the same artists. Unusually easy to play, yet powerful and well balanced in the tone, and with such positive valve action, this Trumpet responds brilliantly to the finest playing techniques. Magnificently beautiful in form, rich, mellow and full.
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Practical Helps for the band organizer and teacher . . . from the House of YORK

For the Classroom

The inspiring progress of bands and orchestras in America, particularly in the schools, has been brought about chiefly through the high degree of sneady trained supervisors and teachers. In future depends upon the professional ethics and training of this same group.

The House of York has always believed that worthwhile, lasting results are obtained only after a thorough grounding in fundamentals. The band helps illustrated at the left are based upon this principle. They are a part of the whole-hearted cooperation York offers to supervisors and teachers who are so devotedly striving to "make America musical."

How to Start a School Band

—By Mirick

The advice of a consistently successful band director and former director of bands at the University of Michigan is given in Mr. Mirick's 10-point plan for starting a school band.

A Formula for Band Success

Second instruction methods and good instrumentation — these are the two outstanding factors in every successful musical organization. The perfect instrument, easy blowing qualities and rich, velvety tone of York instruments make them ideal for use in the school band. Where perfection is demanded . . . in the symphony orchestra, in the recording concert band . . . York instruments are rendering invaluable service to scores of the first rank.

Easy payment terms make it practical for you to equip your band from the start with these—the finest, most modern instruments money can buy. The catalog gives full details. Send the coupon today!

Pocket Transposition Chart

This independent tool of the band helps you develop the students' transposition skills. Pocket-sized, it will fit in your pocket! No slip, no gale, no clutter!

The HOUSE OF YORK

Makers of GOOD BAND INSTRUMENTS Since 1842

Dept. 522-D, Grand Rapids, Mich.

THERE IS NO OBLIGATION.
MERELY CHECK THE ITEM OR ITEMS YOU WOULD LIKE TO TAKE.

This coupon brings you FREE

YORK BAND INSTRUMENT CO.,
Dept. 522-D, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Please send me, without cost or obligation, the charts and musical materials checked below:

- [ ] "Instruments of the Band" Chart
- [ ] "School Band" Chart
- [ ] "Pocket Transposition Chart"
- [ ] Complete Illustrated Catalog

NAME

ADDRESS

POSITION

This is a natural and logical development of the current "instruments of the band" charts. The band helps illustrated at the left are based upon this principle.

Group Method Piano Instruction

At the recent annual meeting, Cleveland, Ohio, of the National Music Teachers' Association, William Aaron Fisher, President, in an address entitled "Piano Instruction in the Public Schools," made a plea for the principled teacher of the piano. His plea was for the recognition of the importance of the history and tradition that goes back to the very beginning of the piano as an instrument.

Group instruction in the piano has been a topic for discussion for many years, and the results have been mixed. The chief objection to group instruction has been the lack of individual attention. However, the results have been more favorable than many people would have expected. The pupils have shown a greater degree of independence and more interest in their work.

In this issue, we present an article by Walter Jacobs Incorporated about the methods used by the School of the Arts and Sciences, which has been very successful in teaching group piano.

Re Interlachen

It is interesting to note that of the 200 students who are being taught by the National Music Teachers' Association, the majority are being taught by group instruction. This is a very encouraging sign, and it is hoped that more schools will follow this example.

A Sermon—Reasonably Brief

A sermon must be brief if it is to be effective. A brief sermon is one that is easy to remember and one that is easy to understand. A brief sermon is one that is easy to read and one that is easy to write.

The sermon must be brief if it is to be effective. A brief sermon is one that is easy to remember and one that is easy to understand. A brief sermon is one that is easy to read and one that is easy to write.
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Ohms and the Orchestra

An Interview with R. C. Custer
Agent for the Orchestra of Employees of the Lowell (Mass.) Electric Light Corporation

By MERTON NEVINS

"What Ohms?" a way in the office asked us on reading the above title. We had to consult the dictionary to answer him, and we now know almost as much as we did before—no question knows even less. However, we do know something about orchestras, and we rather thought that this group of players from the industrial field offered points of interest for our readers. We, therefore, sent a representative to gather some information, and here it is.

The Beginning

In a talk with R. C. Custer, Agent of the orchestra, some rather interesting material was unburdened which is presented below. Upon being questioned concerning the organization of the orchestra in general Mr. Custer said: "This Orchestra of Employees was started in 1904 with a nucleus of five or six players, their sole objective being to inspire and stimulate a love of good music among themselves and others. They desired to learn, live, play and appreciate the works of the best composers, and to foster the adoration spirit among their friends and fellow-workers; they felt that by doing much pleasurable and profit would be derived from it for themselves and some of the same passed on to others. Thus, while the forming of the orchestra was a voluntary movement on the part of this group of young men, it also was purely philanthropic in purpose.

Successful and Popular

"From the first starting of our orchestra it not only has been very successful but popular, if one may judge by the number of invitations it has received to play, although it is something entirely different from the ordinary, and by different means. I mean that the average orchestra aims to play nothing but dance music and thereby wholly neglects the classics. To our way of thinking these are the highest and most beautiful expressions possible in music, and practically, our orchestra plays only classical and semi-classical compositions. We do not compete with the local orchestras in any way or at any time; we play at any gatherings or for any organization where there is the least likelihood of local orchestra being employed for pay. The boys in 'The Orchestra of Employees' play without remuneration, and wholly for pleasure may derive or impart. It might be of interest an showing the catholicity of representation to give the personnel of the orchestra and the positions held in the company by the individual members.

Mr. Custer handed us a typewritten copy of the information which we here append:

[Official Staff: J. A. Hammeu, Honorary Conductor; H. O. Faust, Director; R. G. Custer, Agent; W. H. Roberts, Treasurer. Performing Personnel: violins, H. O. Faust (manager's office); H. G. Pascal (accounting department); H. G. Carbone (motor department); Stanley Gruen (district representative); Alexander Patterson (electrical department); J. B. McCook (district representative); R. G. Kirby (service department); viols, J. B. Lawrence (district representative); violas, J. P. Hay (accounting department); bass viol, V. G. Veesen (accounting department); flute, Kenneth Field (commercial department); clarinets, R. E. Oakes (accounting department); Fred E. Littlefield (engineering department); oboe, H. G. Lynn (line department); trumpet W. H. Roberts (district representative); trombone, Clifford Anderson (district representative); bass tuba, J. W. Jones (commercial department); tympani, J. P. Halstead (electrical department); drums, R. G. Custer (advertising department).]

The Third Degree

When Mr. Custer had finished his story of the orchestra, the writer brought up a play little questionaire, beginning with:

"What effect, from a business standpoint, does the orchestra have on the institution with which it is associated?"

"That question," replied Mr. Custer, "may be answered as follows: Our orchestra is not considered as forming any part of the business structure of the Lowell Electric Light Corporation, neither does the Corporation plan to benefit in any way from the orchestra's efforts. Whatever results that so far may have been experienced has been very favorable."

"But," I asked tentatively, "are there no jealousies existing between non-members and members, or has human nature been subdued by and through music? Flatly, how is the orchestra regarded by those who hold no membership in it?"

"As to that side of it," replied Mr. Custer with a smile, "you may judge for yourself. Employees who are not members of the playing body assure us that they are very proud of their orchestra. We know this to be true, for as proof of the assertion there are non-members who, from time to time and under entertainments for our benefit, donating the proceeds to us for purchasing additional instruments and needed music."

"First," I came back, "but do the activities of the orchestra have any effect on the working efficiency of the members? And what obligation, or responsibility, is assumed by the members when they are admitted into the organization?"

"As far as I can learn," replied Mr. Custer, "the playing of a tune for an employee makes it easier to get along with him; with the understanding that if a member is not satisfied with any part of the organization he is free to drop it at any time."

"And would it be a fact that the orchestra has ever been a means of reconciling a member with the director?"

"On occasion," Mr. Custer replied, "but only in the case of an employee who has been associated with the orchestra for a long time and who has not been satisfied with his position.

J. P. Halstead

THE END

PRESIDENT J. A. HAMMEU

"As a lover of music, President Hammeu was greatly pleased to discern this ambition on the part of his employees, and from that time has offered every encouragement and assistance personally possible to direct our efforts along the proper path. He has advised us in the selection of our music, provided us with rehearsals, and conducted the major number of concerts given before the public. We fully realize that without his sympathetic and kindly cooperation it would have been impossible for the orchestra to progress as it has done, yet he is content that the credit for it all shall be given wholly to his boys."

"The orchestra is a hobby with Mr. Hammeu, yet as an official of the company he never attempts to direct the affairs of the orchestra. He never insists that we play at any function when there was any unwillingness to do so shown by the members. Instead he always has advocated that the organization should govern its own affairs in its own way. The only personal satisfaction which he derives is in attending rehearsals and concerts in the same capacity as any of the employee members. I might say that the orchestra has become a personal hobby with every member, and that all thoroughly enjoy their association with it.

HAROLD LOYLES

CHESTER LOYLES

[4,000]
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by L.G. del Castillo
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A Cornet Playing Pilgrim's Progress

Number Thirteen
HERBERT L. CLARKE

The thrilling incident of my stay over Easter with the Pilgrim's Progress and my subsequent stay in London, were too great for me to try to find any flaw or fault, and I didn't have the nerve to attempt it.

After an evening at a concert where I had listened to any of the great cornet players, I could sit down and write about the half the music without thinking of all that I had heard, and as my memory was good (at least in music matters) I would follow mentally the solo they had played almost note for note. Of all these many cornetists I had listened to, the most impressive one I heard was the one in which I heard the inimitable Mr. Patti sing the simple little ballad of "Maiden Alone," I just listened, and when she finished, I heard the rest of the orchestra, but I had tears in my eyes and a lump in my throat. Her singing of the old cornet was a revelation which induced me to try to imitate her on the cornet, although I am not sure that it was not perhaps the best one. Nevertheless, it helped to purify my tone and taught me to play softly as much as a great cornetist and sing when rendering simple songs in a way to affect the entire audience as it had me.

I Developed Both Styles

This style of practice did not tire my lips so did playing the brilliant cornet solo, but seemed to rest them. Still, I realized that the public demanded gypsy technical demonstrations on the cornet, so each morning after my regular practice on the scales in all the different forms I would tackle some of the solo I had heard heard these great cornetists render, and the realization of the pitch of enthusiasm to which they had aroused their audiences filled me with greater ambition than ever. I would play and play and play and get better and better and I was forced to rest. I would pick up some music magazine and read of their successes until I was again feed with ambition and filled with aspirations to become as celebrated as were they, then pick up my cornet and go on again with greater strength than before.

In those days I did not know how to govern or control my passion. There was no one to correct faults but myself, and in bygones way I would make mistakes and without rectifying them I would continue on as I should have done. Everyone knows that as a rule boys are not blessed with much philosophy, nor to mention common sense, yet they think they know a lot about almost everything. With us in those days daily practice meant that so many pages of exercises were necessary to build up a strong lip, instead of one exercise being practiced and played faultlessly before a whole page was attempted. I remember a date when the famous Gilmore's Band was booked for a concert, and on the morning it arrived in town I was at the depot to have a look at those wonderful musicians who were supposed to be the greatest instrumental players in the world. When the train pulled in and the men left the cars, I stood back in awe as they passed me, although I knew a part would have helped "late" to get a grip on the instrument to the hotel if I had had the nerve to approach any of them. I wanted to speak to Ben Bent, who cornetist, and question him as to the correct way of playing certain things. But I could not muster enough courage to brazen it out and approach him, and so I went back to work with the same determination and I realized that with his going I had let an oppor-
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Just Issued for Violinists and Lovers of Truly Beautiful Music

FIFTY Classic Masterpieces for VIOLIN and PIANO

Edited and Arranged by R. K. ALI

Contents of Volume I

Hack, J. S. 1. da Fei 4. G minor
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Essentials in Conducting

by W. H. G. W. R. COOK

Essentials in Conducting, Part Three, by W. H. G. W. R. COOK. (Price, 2/6.)

Stepping Stones to Violin Playing FOR THE YOUNG BEGINNER

by Lawrence Sardoni

A Class Instruction Method. Takes beginners from the first note and makes every step a simple, but distinctive, progress for the student. Enables the novice to fill the part with ease and skill, without hurry or anxiety. By the simpler in his long experience to share instruction and his notable success in the Boston Public Schools. The method provides comprehensive teaching suggestions, many full-page illustrations and score annotations (in color wherever necessary). Ask your dealer for your "an introduction" or order direct from the Oliver Ditson Company.

Oliver Ditson Company, Boston
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., NEW YORK
"Back with the Roxy Gang"

LEW WHITE
Exclusive Brunswick Artist
Exclusive N. B. C. Radio Artist
Composer and Arranger Robbins, Inc.

Sound Music Has NOT Eliminated the BETTER ORGANIST

Prepare Yourself for the Coming Demand for FEATURE ORGANISTS
with a Special Summer Course under the Personal Supervision of LEW WHITE
at the WHITE Institute of Organ
1680 Broadway New York City

"The Talkies"

are forcing theatre organists to be of feature calibre as never before. Instead of accompanying pictures, organists in sound-equipped houses must now be prepared to make the organ yield its full value as an entertainment unit.

In addition to training students for picture routine, this School is now concentrating on the development of solo technique and showmanship, including the use of sound equipment in solo work. Write for booklet.

THE DEL CASTILLO THEATRE ORGAN SCHOOL
33-41 State Theatre Bldg., Boston, Massachusetts
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16-17 calendar in a loose leaf calendar format, perfect for marking your schedule. Available in black, white, and blue.
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New York City

THEATRE ORGAN INSTRUCTION
Under the DIRECTIONS OF AVELYN M. KERR
Broadcasting Organist from the Wisconsin News Radio Network.
We have installed a twenty-five-thousand dollar Hart & Cohn three-manual teaching and broadcasting organ, completely unified, equipped with sound track and all the traps and effects ever used in a theatre organ.

AVELYN M. KERR SCHOOL OF THE ORGAN
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MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
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R. K. O. ORGANISTS
By IRENE JUNO

Here are some of the stellar luminaries which populate at the conclusions of the various Radio-Keith-Orphans houses. Some are newcomers to our pages, others our readers will recognize as old friends. All, we are happy to say, are not only good organists, but good fellows to boot. We rise to welcome them. In the words of Silent Col, "Glad to meet you."

FRED KINLEY

SPEAKING of organists, why not introduce one of the top-ranking of the Radio-Keith-Orphans Circuit at this time? Fred Kinley, tenorist at this time as he is regular tenorist work goes, but Organist in Chief of the R. K. O. Having served his time a picture-studio organist and graduated to a featured or- ganist with spot light also, he is a fly big guy from the Wurlitzer console to the Hippodrome, New York, and leads in with the Palace Theatre Rehearsal where he creates organ solos that are set by organists in every connected with the United States.

The Chief

His past work as an organist in too little to write much about, and being extremely modest he would rather talk about the bios of the organ than himself. He believes the organ is here to stay, and that the roascade will just take advantage of this organized army, the Tight, and he's ready for the organ. His alter plows and wood is deep, and he knows the present state of musical affairs is a living work which will require the free organ and to read the spot light organ forward. It is reported that an organist who can do an outstanding solo will be chosen before a more prominent capacity. In house seem work, an organist is on the job, and the front or manager would probably have been a player who played a little for his seventy-five-thousand since one who knows works and works for a "break." Getting away, as he does from organists, he has a good handle to the organ. He's a very busy man now, his work goes to the studio, but he still finds time to go to the concerts and to his other organ and solos which he has made many appearances in Greater New York. Mr. Kinley is now on the air with his organ and he's always used this student with a pianist. And now he's in some of the clubs on the R. K. O. "What could your name have suggested that is good?" He's gotten a lot of work out of the R. K. O. and it's proving it. He's a real asset to the Keith's organ. The organ is in Yonkers, New York. His work is very popular with the audience and with the composer. He has been heard in a lot of big hits, including The Wizard of Oz, The Great Gatsby, and The Beautiful South. He has a lot of work coming up and he's looking forward to it. He's a great organist and he's making the most of his talent."

KATHERINE BEAVER

From the state college comes another; a young lady who is far too modest about her accomplishments. In fact so modest that I just can't get a long story. She tells me that she is a student of the organ at the Keely House in Aeros, and she was chosen as organist when the house opened, April, 1936. "My career is as yet too short to hold a feature spot as long as that."

And finally she adds, oh, so modestly, that she has been in many concerts and has always been successful. She is a member of the Kiwanis Club of Aeros, and she has been a member of the Kiwanis Club for ten years.

And now to the last organist at the R. K. O. He is a real asset to the organ. He is a real asset to the organ. He has been heard in a lot of big hits, including The Wizard of Oz, The Great Gatsby, and The Beautiful South. He has a lot of work coming up and he's looking forward to it. He's a great organist and he's making the most of his talent."

His Musical Background

At the age of five he started the study of music with his mother and later took advanced study at the Chicago Institute of Music. His organ foundation was ap- proved through study with Joseph Park, concert organist and teacher of the organ in Clevelin, Boston, and Ranelt.org in Brooklyn, N. Y. In 1910, he graduated from the advanced organ program. A subsequent study, he has been heard in a lot of big hits, including The Wizard of Oz, The Great Gatsby, and The Beautiful South. He has a lot of work coming up and he's looking forward to it. He's a great organist and he's making the most of his talent."

And now to the last organist at the R. K. O. He is a real asset to the organ. He is a real asset to the organ. He has been heard in a lot of big hits, including The Wizard of Oz, The Great Gatsby, and The Beautiful South. He has a lot of work coming up and he's looking forward to it. He's a great organist and he's making the most of his talent."

WILLIAM MEEHER

will be seen next week on the screen in The Great Gatsby at the Roxy Theatre.
A "Hit" for School Use!

Gibson BANJOS—GIUTARS—MANDOLINS

and all FRETTED INSTRUMENTS

Now that fretted instruments are daily growing in popularity for school use, the exclusive advantage of Gibson construction stand out with even greater desirability than ever. In the schools, ease of playing and accuracy of scale are absolute essentials. School work also emphasizes the long life and thrilling beauty of tone that has made Gibson instruments first choice with leading

FREE BANJO INSTRUMENT

THE BANJO BOOK

The book for everyone interested in the Guitar, Mandolin, Ukulele, Banjo, and other fretted instruments. It contains valuable information for parents, educators and students. FREE with any instrument of these instruments: for parents, students and teachers.

GIBSON, Inc.
Kalamazoo, Michigan
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A Corner Playing Pilgrim’s Progress

by Paul S. Rabin

A few months ago, I was asked to write something of this sort. As a matter of fact, I was not at that time quite sure of the point I wanted to make. I knew that there was something in the idea, however, and that it appealed to me. So I started to write, and the result is this article. It may not be perfect, but it was the best I could do.

(To be continued)
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Here and There in New York

by ALANSON WELLER

The month of February, as it has, a number of important musical events. "Two Twerks" are being performed in New York, one of them the first chamber music organization in the world, and the other a symphony orchestra composed of symphony orchestra players. The former, under the leadership of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, under Leonard Bernstein, composed of a symphony orchestra by the composer of "The Magic Flute," and the latter, under the leadership of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, composed of a symphony orchestra by the composer of "The Magic Flute," was the first of its kind in the world. The former, under the leadership of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, composed of a symphony orchestra by the composer of "The Magic Flute," was the first of its kind in the world.

Threnody and Music

"With the best of love, Music on the Phone" is a perfect example of what I have called the "medieval" style of music that is being played in a very important way. It is probable that we shall hear in the future of streams or events, not only of the kind that is being played on the radio, but also of the kind that is being played on the telephone. It is possible that we shall hear in the future of streams or events, not only of the kind that is being played on the radio, but also of the kind that is being played on the telephone.

Try it...

THE PEDLER SILVER CLARINET

A Super-instrument for particular clarinet players, incorporating all new improvements and designed for best playing results.

This instrument is yours for

FREE FIVE DAYS

APPLICATION to your local dealer, or write us direct for catalog.

PRICE:

Bowman System, $275 to $145
Albert System, $455 to $75

HARRY PEDLER & CO.
ELKHART, IND.

Scale Studies by Max Bendix

Adapted to develop the vibrato technique. In this edition, Max Bendix has composed a new collection of scale studies, particularly designed for clarinet players. The book is divided into three parts: Part I covers basic scale studies, Part II introduces more advanced techniques, and Part III explores the use of vibrato in performance. Written by a master musician, this book provides a comprehensive guide for clarinet players looking to enhance their vibrato technique.

GEO. ROSEY PUB. CO.
PUBLISHERS OF LOOSE LEAF FOLIOS

2340 East 31st Street

New York City

IT'S NO FUN

THAT'S MUSIC'S STAND ATTACHMENT

A new and revolutionary system for the attachment of music's stand. It is designed to make playing more comfortable and efficient. It provides a solid and stable platform for the musician, allowing for greater control and stability during performance. The system is easy to install and offers a wide range of adjustments to accommodate different playing styles and needs. It is the perfect solution for musicians looking to improve their playing experience.
Here is the Dram
You Have Been Waiting for
Never anything like it before. It has no storia. It has no set, no back, no play actors. It plays a tall boy. It plays an animal. It pretend that the players choose, both out and of the audience. Any lad with some "appy" tricks to the nearest picture stage, stop, dress. What do the next "milk" look?

Don't try. It can't be done. Remember, Congress and Ludwig could not afford to risk their 22 years of success unless it was positive that this play was all that it is claimed to be.

The LUDWIG SUPER SENSITIVE violin bridge is contained in the violin box designed and invented in

[Image 0x0 to 1309x1283]

[Image 0x0 to 1309x1283]
You Will Want this 64 Page Book

The 1929 King Catalog is now ready. In its 64 pages you will find the best in band instruments illustrated and described. And the 16-page accessory supplement will find complete information on parts, accessories, mouthpieces, cases, repair service, etc.

This book belongs in your library. A copy is yours for the asking.

Learn of the many new models introduced by King during 1928—the Commandor Comet, "U-01" Trumpet, New Proportion Trombone, Silver King Clarinet and others.

Get the facts on Sterling Silver Bells for Cornets, Trumpets, Trombones and Clarinets—the exclusive King innovation that revolutionized thinking in bell instrument construction.

Know the many improvements made in each King instrument during the past year.

Send for your copy of this catalog now.

And these Ten Booklets


We'll gladly send a complete set without charge to any one actively engaged in directing or organizing school bands or orchestras.

King service to school music is a broad one. Good instruments are our first concern. Every King is fairly guaranteed in writing to be perfect in materials and workmanship.

Then we offer you an exceptional repair service. Many schools and colleges use that service on a regular yearly basis, always keeping every instrument in perfect playing condition.

Tell us of your problem. Let us help you in its solution. Use the coupon to ask for the new catalog and for the Ten School Music Booklets.

THE H. N. WHITE CO., 5205-11 Superior Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

Irene's Washington Letter

Mr. Mike Donahue
St. Mark's School
Salisbury, Md.

Dear Mike:

How is your family? I talk to you every week, but you don't write me. I bet you don't like the warm weather of FL, do you? I bet you don't miss the snow that we have here. What a waste of ice to the snow people! They have plenty. You really wouldn't know the old town now.

I've been reading about all the new buildings and improvements in the town. I've been reading about all the new buildings and improvements in the town. I've been reading about all the new buildings and improvements in the town. I've been reading about all the new buildings and improvements in the town.

I'm glad you're having such a good time. I wish I could be there with you.

Irene

Autumn Moods

CAPRICCIO

GERALD F. FRAIZE

Allegretto giocoso

Piano

Copyright Copyright 1929 by Walter Jacobs, Inc., Boston
International Copyright Secured
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED, including Public Performance for Profit

MELODY
Havana Nights
CUBAN DANCE

R.S. STOUGHTON

Copyright: MCMXIX by Walter Jacobs in Boston
International Copyright Secured
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED, Including Public Performance for Profit

MELODY

26

Continued on page 39
SOLO TENOR BANJO
1ST TENOR and
PLECTRUM BANJOS

Queen City

March

A. J. WEIDT

Note: The small notes are never to be played in ensemble performance.

Copyright MCXXXIII by Walter Jacobs, Inc., Boston
International Copyright Secured

MELODY
The Violinist

CONDUCTED BY

Edwin A. Sabin

The Perfect Modern Violin

The most complete, most intelligent idea of the violin that has ever been brought to the public. A violin that is not only the most beautiful, but also the most musical instrument ever made. A violin that is not only a musical instrument, but a work of art. A violin that is not only a work of art, but a symbol of the highest culture. A violin that is not only a symbol of the highest culture, but a source of inspiration and joy. A violin that is not only a source of inspiration and joy, but a lasting legacy to posterity.

FREE to VIOLIN, MANDOLIN, ROANOKE,
One Silver Wire Violin E String No. 4.

Hans Thompson Silk New York, Clinton, Iowa

VIOLINISTS SELL IN WHAT THEY BUY.

VIOLINISTs

Off the Counter...and Every

VIOLINISTs

E. H. FREY, 306 E. 7th St., (1309).-{0.43

SQUiER-TRUED

Wound Musical Strings

The Best Wound Strings in America

V. G. SQUiER COMPANY

BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN

Copyright MCMLIII by Walter Jacobs

Copyright MCMLIII by Walter Jacobs

Copyright MCMLIII by Walter Jacobs

Copyright MCMLIII by Walter Jacobs

Copyright MCMLIII by Walter Jacobs

Copyright MCMLIII by Walter Jacobs
The Oboette
A Stepping Stone to the Oboe

In effect, an elementary oboe, which, because of its simple mechanism and low price, affords the solution of the oboe problem that has been the bane of all oboists and its admirers. Although intended as a stepping-stone to the true oboe, the Oboette is a complete musical instrument which may be used as a substitute for the regular oboe in all orchestras, ensembles, and also for private instruction without any risk of disfigurement.

Instruction Method
By Rudolph Toll

By following the instructions given in this book, you will be able to play the Oboette with skill and ease. The book contains all the necessary information for a complete understanding of the instrument and its care. The exercises and etudes are designed to develop the student's technique and help him to master the fundamentals of the oboe.

The Clarinetist
CONDUCTED BY Rudolph Toll

More Examples in Pizzicato and Breathing
Questions and Answers

I have found a very efficient passage in the flute "Vespertine" by Gluck, and if you could help me I would be greatly obliged. I am able to play it with a good effect, but if you could help me I would be very grateful. I am able to play it with a good effect, but if you could help me I would be very grateful.

S.N. - Last month through regular lessons I was represented as being in the thirteenth line of the second volume of my book. Playing long, rapid passages without breathing unnecessarily will not exhaust the player's lungs when the notes are joined, the "nd" and the "end" insert only, to read "will not only exhaust." - A.T.

The Perfect Reed

J. SCHWARTZ MUSIC CO., Inc., Dept. 338
60 East 23rd Street
New York, N. Y.

Clarinets, Mouthpieces, Reeds


WM. LEWENBERG 218 & 230 E. 72nd St., New York

Real Reeds for Clarinet

BAND-MADE FROM SELECTED CARE

AMERICAN REED FACTORY
BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA

Free!
Booklet of "Advice for Clarinet Playing," a practical guide to the care and use of the clarinet, available free.

Selmer
31 Selma Building, Elkhart, Indiana
In Canada, 516 Empire Street, Toronto

MILLER'S Modern Method FOR CLARINET
$1.50

Comprehensive, practical hand guide to the care and use of the clarinet, covering all aspects of the instrument. Includes exercises, scales, and sight-reading exercises.

Edward W. Marks Music Co., New York City

SCHOOL BANDS

American Reed Factory

BAND AND ORCHESTRA DIRECTORS!
DO YOU KNOW?
That there's just ONE Place where you can get EVERYTHING you need for school use?

One Source
One Account
Published Price and Discounts
Immediate Service

15,000 Schools and Directors
883-E K.B. SERVICE
The School Music's Guide to Tailored Service

EDUCATIONAL MUSIC BUREAU, INC.

THE MUSIC THAT PUTS THE "REACH" in SERVICE
434-30 W. Madison Ave., Chicago, Ill.

In the Indian Country

A New Suite by Cady C. Kenney
PIANO SOLO, $1.00
WALTER JACOBS, INC., BOSTON, MASS.

M. LACROIX Metal Clarinets
The Tone of Wood, Metal

This is No. 362 M. LACROIX 1745, 4-ring Bocal system clarinet, which, in the plush case, retail at $90.

Other Models, 460 Up

Let Common Sense be your Buying Guide

NOTHING but plain, ordinary common sense has led thousands of musicians to choose the new M. LACROIX Metal Clarinet. They find it unsurpassed in musical qualities and wonderfully smooth in mechanical action. They praise its low accurate intonation. They appreciate its price—not the cheapest and not the most expensive either—but a thoroughly honest value for a clarinet of its kind. They find it unexcelled in comfort and steadiness enough to serve a lifetime. Take this advertising to your music dealer and let him order one on approval for you to try—without obligation to either of you. Investigate this good clarinet!

To Music Merchants!

Without obligating you in any manner, we will supply you with prompt and efficient service, and we will also send you a piece of a clarinet mouthpiece, free of charge. You will be able to examine this mouthpiece, and if you like it, we will supply you with a clarinet mouthpiece, free of charge. You will be able to examine this mouthpiece, and if you like it, we will supply you with a clarinet mouthpiece, free of charge.
Melody for April, 1939

KEEPING POSTED

For the purpose of getting up your readers in touch with individuals, institutions, etc., in your territory, KEEPER POSTED is the place for your announcements. 

THE MODERN MUSIC SCHOOL, 415 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, has a new, beautiful, modernized music room. It was built by:

- Lithonia Manufacturing Company
- KURTZ & CO.
- L. J. GLASER & COMPANY
- J. W. ROOSEVELT & CO.
- THE INTERNATIONAL MUSICAL INSTRUMENT MANUFACTURING COMPANY

In addition to the music room, the school has a large, modernized and well-equipped music store. The school is now open for business. For more information, call the school at 415 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

EIGHTH PROGRESSIVE LESSONS

Eighth progressive lessons for your music school.

- BASSOON
- TIMPANI
- HORN
- TROMBONE
- Tuba
- ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENTS
- BRASS INSTRUMENTS
- WOODWINDS
- STRING INSTRUMENTS
- PERCUSSION

The Modern Music School is open for business. For more information, call the school at 415 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

J.W. JENKINS SONS MUSIC CO.

111 Wabash Avenue

FREE Sample Catalog

Call 560 wabash Ave.

Raneyr Dalke D. McShane Co.

Music Engravers & Printers

| 1455 East 53rd Street |

| Chicago, Ill. |

New Standards of Value

| CLEVELAND BAND INSTRUMENTS—a complete line including Trumpets, Cornets, Trombones, Fifer, Clarinet, Flute, Piccolo, etc. |

| CLEVELAND MUSICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY |

| 1455 East 53rd Street |

| Cleveland, Ohio |

| LANDS END |

| 333 Columbus Ave. | BOSTON 3, MASS. |

| Fay and Lochhead, Inc. |

| MUSICIANS |

| 460 S. Wabash Avenue |

| CARL FISCHER, INC. |

| 463 Tremont Street |

| BOSTON, MASS. |

| Youth Empressant |

| ROBERT W. GIBB |

| BAND MUSIC, FULL BAND, STRING BAND, \textit{etc.} |

| ART GAEKTE, \textit{Assistant Director} |

| WALTER JACOBS, INC., 120 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass., U. S. A. |
The Saxophonist

W. A. ERNST

They Play

These Alexandrians

They Play

Reeds

These are not actual sound and are printed in three-paragraphs with C O M P O S I T I O N

We Guarantee

Free Samples

Mail this coupon now

Selmer

Mail this Coupon Now

ALEXANDER, TONKIN, INDIA

Rudy Wiedoeft Model

They Play

They Play

SAXOPHONE & CLARINET PLAYERS

Are you satisfied with your tone?

Not? Then use a

BAILEY AMPLITONE

Golden Medal 1930 Gold Medal 1936

It is the only reed which is true to its name, not only in its qualities of breath and volume, but in its ready response, too.

They Play

The Alto Saxophone

When the wooden reed plays, it parts the lips, stretches the lips, and widens the mouth. The loudness is increased, not by the size of the mouth, but by the size of the fingers.

The Tenor Saxophone

The tenor saxophone should be played with the mouth wide open, so that the sound is clear and free from any obstruction. The reed is held in the mouth, not in the hand, and the hand is kept as far away from the reed as possible.

They Play

Clarinets and Saxophones

Learn to play the clarinet and saxophone under the direction of H. C. Hiron, 8th Ave., New York.

Those Who Know

Use B & D

"Silver Bell"

Banjos

Ossman & Schepp

En Route

R. K. O. Orchestras

Continued from page 13

THE HOLTON

Rudy Wiedoeft

MODEL

FRANK HOLTON & CO., 566 Church Street, Eklhorn, Wisconsin

Many of our readers will be interested in the fact that these celebrated artists played to over 90,000 people during their engagement of March 13th at the Paramount Theatre, New York City, and this was nearly impossible at their engagement at the Brooklyn Paramount the week of March 21st. During their tour of 22 weeks from Coast to Coast we hope our Gong Band Friends will have them on their New B & D "The Fine Ultra Silver Bell Banjo."

Send for Three Page Article on "Banjology"—FREE

The BACON BANJO CO., Inc.

GROTON, CONNECTICUT
The Tenor Banjoist

CONDUCTED BY
A. J. Weidt

Some Toasty Hints for the Arranger

The as in the chord scales, is an important and dominant 7th chord, that is to the root and minor 3rd. The banjoist is supposed to play harp music in the orchestra, and, in投机 situations, it is common to see it in the middle of a solo. In this type of music, it is used to fill in the melody notes, which are sometimes represented by the banjoist.

The chord is in No. 1, while the following chord is in No. 2. The two chords are closely related, and it is common to see them used together in the same measure.

As in the chord scales, is an important and dominant 7th chord, that is to the root and minor 3rd. The banjoist is supposed to play harp music in the orchestra, and, in投机 situations, it is common to see it in the middle of a solo. In this type of music, it is used to fill in the melody notes, which are sometimes represented by the banjoist.

The chord is in No. 1, while the following chord is in No. 2. The two chords are closely related, and it is common to see them used together in the same measure.

As in the chord scales, is an important and dominant 7th chord, that is to the root and minor 3rd. The banjoist is supposed to play harp music in the orchestra, and, in投机 situations, it is common to see it in the middle of a solo. In this type of music, it is used to fill in the melody notes, which are sometimes represented by the banjoist.

The chord is in No. 1, while the following chord is in No. 2. The two chords are closely related, and it is common to see them used together in the same measure.

As in the chord scales, is an important and dominant 7th chord, that is to the root and minor 3rd. The banjoist is supposed to play harp music in the orchestra, and, in投机 situations, it is common to see it in the middle of a solo. In this type of music, it is used to fill in the melody notes, which are sometimes represented by the banjoist.

The chord is in No. 1, while the following chord is in No. 2. The two chords are closely related, and it is common to see them used together in the same measure.

As in the chord scales, is an important and dominant 7th chord, that is to the root and minor 3rd. The banjoist is supposed to play harp music in the orchestra, and, in投机 situations, it is common to see it in the middle of a solo. In this type of music, it is used to fill in the melody notes, which are sometimes represented by the banjoist.

The chord is in No. 1, while the following chord is in No. 2. The two chords are closely related, and it is common to see them used together in the same measure.

As in the chord scales, is an important and dominant 7th chord, that is to the root and minor 3rd. The banjoist is supposed to play harp music in the orchestra, and, in投机 situations, it is common to see it in the middle of a solo. In this type of music, it is used to fill in the melody notes, which are sometimes represented by the banjoist.

The chord is in No. 1, while the following chord is in No. 2. The two chords are closely related, and it is common to see them used together in the same measure.

As in the chord scales, is an important and dominant 7th chord, that is to the root and minor 3rd. The banjoist is supposed to play harp music in the orchestra, and, in投机 situations, it is common to see it in the middle of a solo. In this type of music, it is used to fill in the melody notes, which are sometimes represented by the banjoist.

The chord is in No. 1, while the following chord is in No. 2. The two chords are closely related, and it is common to see them used together in the same measure.

As in the chord scales, is an important and dominant 7th chord, that is to the root and minor 3rd. The banjoist is supposed to play harp music in the orchestra, and, in投机 situations, it is common to see it in the middle of a solo. In this type of music, it is used to fill in the melody notes, which are sometimes represented by the banjoist.

The chord is in No. 1, while the following chord is in No. 2. The two chords are closely related, and it is common to see them used together in the same measure.

As in the chord scales, is an important and dominant 7th chord, that is to the root and minor 3rd. The banjoist is supposed to play harp music in the orchestra, and, in投机 situations, it is common to see it in the middle of a solo. In this type of music, it is used to fill in the melody notes, which are sometimes represented by the banjoist.

The chord is in No. 1, while the following chord is in No. 2. The two chords are closely related, and it is common to see them used together in the same measure.

As in the chord scales, is an important and dominant 7th chord, that is to the root and minor 3rd. The banjoist is supposed to play harp music in the orchestra, and, in投机 situations, it is common to see it in the middle of a solo. In this type of music, it is used to fill in the melody notes, which are sometimes represented by the banjoist.

The chord is in No. 1, while the following chord is in No. 2. The two chords are closely related, and it is common to see them used together in the same measure.

As in the chord scales, is an important and dominant 7th chord, that is to the root and minor 3rd. The banjoist is supposed to play harp music in the orchestra, and, in投机 situations, it is common to see it in the middle of a solo. In this type of music, it is used to fill in the melody notes, which are sometimes represented by the banjoist.

The chord is in No. 1, while the following chord is in No. 2. The two chords are closely related, and it is common to see them used together in the same measure.
"AMERICANS WE" is but one of the new Fillmore publications for
BAND AND ORCHESTRA
"AMERICANS WE" on Alto Staves
March to Henry Fillmore...will
become a very popular march.
Band 16 - Full Orchestra 8.
Over Land and Sea, March by C. K. Barton
For Band only... 8.
King of the Air, March by Daniel McLean
For Wind only... 8.
Pilgrim's Triumph, March by Wm. M. Gillette
For Band only... 8.
The American Flyer, March by George E. S. Hough
For Band only... 8.
An Old Time Political Parade, March by Mrs. Richardson
Marching with the War March; March by Mrs.
Richardson... 8.
Pilgrim's Progress, March by Mrs. Richardson
Small Orchestra... 4.
French March Parade, March by James M. Kellogg... 4.
Of immensely淮南ig qualities, including "General "Tanner-In-the-Melee" and the Moonlighter." For Band only... 2.
June Tune: Mexican Serenade by James M. Kellogg
A specialty for any band... 4.
For Band only... 4.
MOTHER'S DAY--May 12
A very fine number, apropos for the day.
"I'll Wear a White Flower for You, Mother Dear"
Vocal Solo, Male Quartet, Pianist... Full Band... 1.
FILLMORE MUSIC HOUSE
128 Elm Street
CINCINNATI, Ohio

Play Without Pressure

NOW we can supply unusually large quantities of our new "Play Without Pressure" Band and Orchestra Instruments. An advantage not to be missed.
THE H. N. WHITE CO.
127 E. 26th Street
Chicago, Illinois

BANDS! BANDS! BANDS!
School bands, town bands, church bands, hotel bands, radio bands, bands for vaudeville, educational bands, marching bands, bands for parties, bands for conventions, bands for small opera houses,
BAND ENthusIAST'S BOOK No. 1.
 escrita y en marcha Con exceso de parte..."en am silla. lo siguiente..." "estar...*

In May
J. O. M. and J. B. M. subscribers will receive the latest addition to the "Symphonies Series"--Gene. L. Cobb's "brilliant Processional March"

POWER AND GLORY
Conducted for orchestra by J. O. M. (complete for band by J. B. M.). We believe this to be one of the best compositions of this outstanding composer.
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"Ottawa County Presents the Evidence!"
BY LYNN W. THAYER
County Music Director

OTTAWA COUNTY JOHN H. SCHOOL ORCHESTRA.
This group is composed of pupils between from the school orchestras of the town and various regulars for competition.

What They Think Of Us

Wickford & Fair, Knox, N. Y.--J. Macom Uncamuera. "Marvin is a great magazine. My son, who is a pianist, finds it also, both articles and music.

Gordon B. Hackett, Brebrield, Me.--I have found your magazine very interesting, as it supplies information on all the important happenings in the world of music. I particularly like your sessions and music is very good. I am sure that it is a great magazine.

R. C. Elmood, Lindeker, Sunday, Pa.--I have an orchestra in the Central Florida and First Ward schools, and am much pleased with the quality and variety of music published in your magazine, particularly, the new Symphony series. I like, in your arrangements, the upper position note of the first violin part being written in the first position. The additional solo for us is especially simple and is due to me. This instrument we can handle without anything else.

In fact, your magazine is well adapted to our Central School requirements, a group of tumors, that we are taking advantage of your special offer and sending in a subscription for the school in addition to the offer we hereby.

Dr. C. W. Martin, Edinboro, N. Y.--Do not let when you can improve your magazine. There are, no doubt, ways, but none that I know of.

Harry E. Hubbell, Director of K. & E. C. B., Benicia, New York.--I think your magazine is full of very important place in our musical life generally--especially for school and orchestra.

A. H. Lockwood, Superintendent, Teacher of Music, Benicia, Ohio.--It is very difficult to improve the magazine.

R. F. Johnson, Englewood, N. Y.--I like the magazine very much. The about have been very helpful. Keep it up.

C. B. Smith, Music Director, Pueblo, Colo.--I have been a subscriber to your magazine since its inception, 1911, and am now renewing--highly recommend. Band "Orchestra Delight"--which is evidently reasoned that I consider it well worth while.

Lloyd Fitch, Music Director, University of Southern California.--I recommend your magazine to our students every year more.

Henry H. Barnard, Barnard, N. Y.----I am very much interested in "Orchestra Delight"--as well as "Play Without Pressure"--"The Four Bar"--and "Symphonies Series"--(especially "The Tuba)."
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"Now! Soprani offers a complete Course in Piano instruction instruction.
Learn to play this easy, fascinating way!
SOPRANI makes the famous Soprani accordion,
now offer a complete course in accordion instruction.
The course is compiled by world authorities, it is simplified and easy to follow and covers every phase of the instrument. It is elementary and progresses.
For those who have no previous knowledge, the rudiments of music are explained in the first lessons. Any musical person can master this course, the average should complete it in five months.

The Compensating Mute
THE EASIEST PLAYING MUTE MADE
It does not change the pitch of the instrument, so what made, it is no change. Try it and be convinced. Will gladly satisfy anyone.
Made from handsome and durable materials. 1.25 each. 10% for 10 or over.

WM. C. KIDDER
27 Sheepshead Rd., BOUFAFF, N. Y.

A SUMMER SCHOOL CAMP FOR BOYS
Special Departments for Music, Athletics, Military, and Aquatic Sports
Wainwright Band and Orchestra Camp
OLIVER LAKE, GRANGE, OHIO
ENLISTED 1926
Offers more opportunities and costs less.
Enrollment last summer was 208
Write for catalog. Address all communications to
WAINWRIGHT CONSERVATORY, BOX 75, FOSTORIA, OHIO

"SPECIAL OFFER"
"NiciKy's Superior Oils"

For Trumpet--a deep smooth rush at 
for Trombone--a deep smooth rush at
For Trombone--a deep smooth rush at
For French Horn--a deep smooth rush at
For French Horn--a deep smooth rush at
For Tuba--a deep smooth rush at
For Tuba--a deep smooth rush at

FREE BOOK OF PARTITE
"Now! Soprani offers a complete Course in Piano instruction instruction.
Learn to play this easy, fascinating way!
SOPRANI makes the famous Soprani accordion,
now offer a complete course in accordion instruction.
The course is compiled by world authorities, it is simplified and easy to follow and covers every phase of the instrument. It is elementary and progresses.
For those who have no previous knowledge, the rudiments of music are explained in the first lessons. Any musical person can master this course, the average should complete it in five months.
The Pinnacle of Perfection in DRUMS

Slingerland's Triumph in Drum Craftmanship

 hallmark for today's instrument, orchestral
 makers are producing their drumsticks
 with new Slingerland Precision Tone Drum Stick.

The rock-making development is shown
 in the new Slingerland Precision Tone Drum Stick.

Send for our new illustrated catalog and exclusive sales rights.

SLINGERLAND Banjo & Drum Company

Double Bass, Mandolin, Mandola, Ukulele, and other Stringed Instruments.

DRUMMERS!

The "DUPEX" CHARLIE B LUMBER HOLDER is the latest creation for modern dance drumming and syncopated cymbal work.

Send for free descriptive folder.

DUPLEX MFG. CO.

2315 17th Street. Dept. D St. Louis, Mo.

To Progressive Drummers

THE STONE MODEL Master Drum

Send for Catalogue "K" and our latest circular "SPEELO" which illustrate some new models in drum sticks.

GEORGE B. STONE & Son, Inc.

61 Hanson Street

Boston, Mass.

Deagan Instruments

Winning Applause Everywhere

DEAGAN Xylophones Marimbas Xylophone Orchestra Bells Castanets, Sirens, Bells and the famous Flexi-Harp

J. C. Deagan & Co., Inc.

1219 N. Dearborn St.

Chicago, Ills.
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The Drummer

Conducted by George L. Stone

In this February issue of J. O. M. the Drummer will

introduce its New York's trips to New York and reach

in almost gosspen accounts the last chapter of this

exciting story. The book of the season is the

"Drummer's Guide to the New York Jazz Scene," which

is now available from the publisher.

Our Patent Tone Flange

3. The invention of the Dunbar Drum Co.


The Dunbar Drum Co. is known as the world's

leading manufacturer of high-grade drums.

Send for our illustrated catalog and exclusive sales rights.

SLINGERLAND Banjo & Drum Company

Double Bass, Mandolin, Mandola, Ukulele, and other Stringed Instruments.

DRUMMERS!

The "DUPEX" CHARLIE B LUMBER HOLDER is the latest creation for modern dance drumming and syncopated cymbal work.

Send for free descriptive folder.

DUPLEX MFG. CO.

2315 17th Street. Dept. D St. Louis, Mo.

To Progressive Drummers

THE STONE MODEL Master Drum

Send for Catalogue "K" and our latest circular "SPEELO" which illustrate some new models in drum sticks.

GEORGE B. STONE & Son, Inc.

61 Hanson Street

Boston, Mass.

Deagan Instruments

Winning Applause Everywhere

DEAGAN Xylophones Marimbas Xylophone Orchestra Bells Castanets, Sirens, Bells and the famous Flexi-Harp

J. C. Deagan & Co., Inc.

1219 N. Dearborn St.

Chicago, Ills.
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Drum News

Our old friends, the Muses, are again in business with a

Gospel show at the Coliseum. This is a fine performance,

and the Muses are always ready with a new and

impressive offering. The Coliseum drummers are

expected to impress the audience with their

musicality and showmanship.

Their latest offering, "The Four Horsemen,"

is a spectacular and thrilling production. It

features a large cast of musicians, including

a drum line, a saxophone section, and

a chorus of vocalists.

The drummers are led by

George L. Stone, who

has been in the business

for over 20 years. His

experience and expertise

are evident in the

performance of the

drummers.

Send for our new Catalogue "B," Mailed Free

below all else, the Drums are now

CORRECT TONE AND PLAYING EASE!

It is these two important items that are first noticed by professionals when they try a Leedy FLOATING HEAD Drum. And there are several other superior features such as our exclusive self-aligning rods and the strongest counter-bow ever built. If you have never played on one, you have a most agreeable surprise awaiting you. It is the poor of all drums.

Leedy Mfg. Co., Inc.

215 South Ninth Avenue

Indianapolis, Indiana

U.S.A.
Miniature First Violin and Solo Cornet Parts
of these outstanding Jacob publications for Band and Orchestra
will be sent on request, if you will check the coupon below. Read the descriptive list carefully and note the wide diversity and utility of the various collections and series.

JACOBS PUBLIC LIBRARY CLASSICS FOR ORCHESTRA AND BAND. Credited to some of the world's most famous composers, these are publications of the permanent classics for the concert stage. For information and price see catalogue.

JACOBS BAND AND ORCHESTRA BAND. A large number of publications in this series were written especially for the band. Each is distinguished for originality, melodic beauty, and good material. For information and price see catalogue.

JACOBS FIELD FOR SCHOOL ORCHESTRA AND ORCHESTRA BAND. A series of works for bands and orchestras that are known for their beauty of melody and harmonization. Each for school bands of four to six pieces have been carefully planned for the various combinations of the band. About a dozen are now in print for the various bands.

PRICE Each Number 60c net Extra Parts: 10c net

SEVERAL SETTINGS can be obtained from your nearest music house. For information and price see catalogue.

JACOBS BAND MONTHLY JACOBS BAND MONTHLY

MELODY (For Organ or Piano)


Moby Dick for April 1929

Walter Jacobs Inc., 120 Boylston St., Boston, Mass., U. S. A.

JACOBS ORCHESTRA MONTHLY JACOBS BAND MONTHLY MELODY (For Organ and Piano)

London: M. F. Wood Music Co.

Moby Dick for April 1929

JACOBS MONTHLY JACOBS BAND MONTHLY MELODY (For Organ and Piano)

London: M. F. Wood Music Co.

Walter Jacobs Inc., 120 Boylston St., Boston, Mass., U. S. A.

JACOBS ORCHESTRA MONTHLY JACOBS BAND MONTHLY MELODY (For Organ and Piano)

London: M. F. Wood Music Co.

Moby Dick for April 1929

Walter Jacobs Inc., 120 Boylston St., Boston, Mass., U. S. A.
**UNIFORMS**

**REPRESENTATIVES WANTED**

**JACOBS' Loose Leaf Collection of STANDARD MARCHES for Orchestra**

**WANTED AND FOR SALE**

**ANEW BRIDGE Will Give Your Banjo More PEP!**

**BRASS PLAYERS—ATTENTION**

**FREE SAMPLE COPIES**

**Henderson Uniforms**

**CERTAINLY! YOU CAN GET CHEAPER UNIFORMS—but WHY NOT GET THE BEST THEY COST IN THE LONG RUN.**

**ROYAL UNIFORM CO.**

**“LOOK OUR WAY”**

**FOR YOUR BEGINNING BAND AND ORCHESTRA**

**Melodies for April, 1929**

**Those New Uniforms!**

Notes and Comments

New York. - With the addition of some new states to those organized for school band contests held with the cooperation of the National Barons for the Advancement of Music, the list now numbers forty-five. Three states are Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New Hampshire, West Virginia, Virginia, Georgia, and District of Columbia.

C. W. Tarrington, director of the Barons, reports that not only is the growth in number of states important, but significant, also, is the fact that the development of barons districts extends to many of the states already organized bringing in many more ensembles than could not occur had the states been independent.

It is announced that all but four national school band contests scheduled to be held in Denver, Colorado, May 18th will be, as at present, limited to fifteen or more schools and bands from all parts of the country, each of which has been a winner in its state from four to forty contests.

Long Beach, Cal. — Recently Herbert L. Clarke, the well-known band director and former victor was invited, with the Long Beach Municipal Band, to the ceremonies of the 25th anniversary of the founding of the city. Two concerts, held in the Municipal Auditorium, were patronized to capacity. The program was made up of works composed by Mr. Clarke and members of the band.

Loudon, Tenn. — On February 19th the Tennessee Technological College Band, under the baton of Barry J. Davis, director of the institution’s band and orchestra, gave a well-balanced program in the college gymnasium. The audience was large and appreciative.

New England School Music Festivals

Rhode School Band, Groveton, N.H. — Paul F. Brown, school director, and Stanley E. Kinney, high school director, gave the following list of new school bands organized during the past year: Mr. Brown, School Director; Stanley E. Kinney, High School Director.

Marshall School Band and Orchestra, Quincy, Mass. — The School Band and Orchestra of the Marshall School, Quincy, Mass., were recently organized.

Massachusetts School Band and Orchestra, Springfield, Mass. — The School Band and Orchestra of the Massachusetts School, Springfield, Mass., were recently organized.

Boston Schools Band, Dansville, Mass. — The School Band of the Boston Schools, Dansville, N.Y., was recently organized.

New England Schools Band and Orchestra, Litchfield, Conn. — The School Band and Orchestra of the New England Schools, Litchfield, Conn., was recently organized.

New England Schools Band and Orchestra, Meriden, Conn. — The School Band and Orchestra of the New England Schools, Meriden, Conn., was recently organized.

New England Schools Band and Orchestra, New Canaan, Conn. — The School Band and Orchestra of the New England Schools, New Canaan, Conn., was recently organized.

New England Schools Band and Orchestra, Newton, Mass. — The School Band and Orchestra of the New England Schools, Newton, Mass., was recently organized.


New England Schools Band and Orchestra, Shelton, Conn. — The School Band and Orchestra of the New England Schools, Shelton, Conn., was recently organized.

New England Schools Band and Orchestra, Southbridge, Mass. — The School Band and Orchestra of the New England Schools, Southbridge, Mass., was recently organized.

New England Schools Band and Orchestra, Stuart, Mass. — The School Band and Orchestra of the New England Schools, Stuart, Mass., was recently organized.

New England Schools Band and Orchestra, Wilton, Conn. — The School Band and Orchestra of the New England Schools, Wilton, Conn., was recently organized.

New England Schools Band and Orchestra, Winchester, Mass. — The School Band and Orchestra of the New England Schools, Winchester, Mass., was recently organized.

New England Schools Band and Orchestra, West Springfield, Mass. — The School Band and Orchestra of the New England Schools, West Springfield, Mass., was recently organized.
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Music Autographing

By John W. Long

The printing of music has grown to enormous proportions, and professional musicians today are involved in a vast array of activities. This is reflected in the way they are paid for their work, which is often determined by the scale and complexity of the project. The scale of such work is determined by the number of musicians involved, the duration of the project, and the location of the performance. The complexity of the work is determined by the type of music involved, the level of technical difficulty, and the presence of other elements such as stage design or special effects.

Looking for Novelties?

Here's a Splendid Program

Assignment for Any Orchestra

The Famous

Pioneer Collection of Old Time Dances

Over Twenty-five Familiar Dances of Other Days Including Henry Ford's Old Dance Tunes

Orchestral Arrangement by

W. C. Polla

Contents Include:

Quadrilles

Bells and Bows

Kong and Sackbutts

Pipe Organ

Organ Part, 75c

All Other Parts, 50c

Special Piano Part, 75c

If Your Local Dealer Cannot Supply, Mail Your Order To

Paulin Music Company

335 West 42nd Street, New York, N.Y.

BIG BARGAINS

5,000 Army and Navy Surplus Instruments

300 CORNETS

All Elbow-Played with Corks

Brass, 33c

Silver, 50c

200 HORNPIPIES

Brass, 25c

Silver, 50c

Bronze, 75c

300 TROMBONE HEADS

Brass, 25c

Silver, 50c

Bronze, 75c

SMALL BRASS FоР SMоll оFf ЕСсеNТrЕ

S dominate the small orchestra of today. Whether it be a cocktail party, a wedding or a concert, the small brass section is the key to the success of the event. The B-2 trumpet is the most versatile instrument of the small brass section. It can play a melody, a solo, or be part of a ensemble. The clarinet is a great addition to the small brass section. It can add a touch of elegance to the music, or create a unique sound with other instruments.

Clarke's

Trombone Method

Teaches how to play the 12-tone system in a practical and efficient way with a Sylvia Method of trombone playing.

E. DOMAGE

Clarke's

03248. Ph., 21 W. 70th St., New York City

WALTER JACOBS INC.

120 Boylston St.

BOSTON, MASS. U.S.A.
VICTOR RECORDINGS
of the Ditson School and Community Band Series

Twenty-two selections from the choral and full
scored numbers are now
recorded on Victor Records
with the right instrumentation—just as the pieces
should be reproduced by
the School Band using the
Ditson School and Commu-
nity Band Series.

BAND RECORDINGS
in the DITSON SERIES

1. Potto's March from "Alabama"
2. Buhla—Walter H. Foster
3. Waltz—Walter H. Foster
4. Bouquet and Breeches
5. New Orleans Terpsichore
6. The Dixie Dance
7. Dixie Rag
8. Dixie
9. Dixie Rags
10. Dixie Dancer
11. Dixie Rager
12. Dixie Dancer
13. Dixie Rager
14. Dixie Dancer
15. Dixie Rager
16. Dixie Dancer
17. Dixie Rager
18. Dixie Dancer
19. Dixie Rager
20. Dixie Dancer
21. Dixie Rager
22. Dixie Dancer

SEND YOUR ORDER NOW TO BE SHIPPED
IMMEDIATELY RECORDS ARE RELEASED

Price 75 cents each, except No. 2, which is priced at $1.25

Oliver Ditson Company, Boston
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., NEW YORK

MELODY
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